How to add stickies (two ways)

Legend
blue sticky
= Waste

Process
Step

Also can double
click to add sticky
anywhere and
change color if
needed

Specific
Data
Points

Communication Pathways
dashed arrow =
communication
path

Once sticky is on the board, how to edit and move

add from
your
observations

add to area of
map where
you saw
waste occur

Defects CORE
services

fall out of
services
due to
behavior

5150 - 'bogus'
5150s that
occur; holds that
dont need to
occur

Phone

Computer

Paper

4. add
communication
pathways
(arrows) & icons

select item
and rightclick to
duplicate

click and
hold to
drag

3. move
boxes to
where you
think they
should be

Response Time:
90 Minutes Depends on
Traffic (911 Is
Called if Takes
too Long)

PES Triage
Number?

Call Communitybased Crisis
Response Teams
(2 MCRT teams:
child Seneca
MRT, and adult)

MCRT spends
lack of
Community
time redirecting
community
Does Not Know
referrals from
awareness of
other states due
MCRT/MRT
mobile response
to google search
Phone Number
services
results

Service not
available
24/7.

Is a mobile crisis team
(MRT or MCRT) able to
respond and incident
not considered
dangerous?

Funding
Source is
Medi-cal and
MHSA

After Hours
MRT Office is in
Disagreements
Response is on- Concord, long
about whether a
travel times to
call - delays in5150 Hold is
other
regions
of
person
Required
county
response

MCRT must wait for
law enforcement
before addressing
crisis. Law
enforcement triage:
Priority 3 Call

# of mobile
crisis
response
calls and
services

Mobile Crisis
Response
Team arrives
onsite

determine if field
visit needed, if
so, call police and
wait for police to
meet at site

Yes

Data

Call 211

Response takes
Too Long Resource not
used in the
future

42 min
Average
Response
Time
In-person support
needed/requested

No

General lack
of awareness
of 211
services

Only One Team
for the County
Based in
Martinez, long
travel times to
other regions

10-15 Minutes to
Takethe Call 15-30
Minutes to Organize
Team and Drive time
(15-20 Minutes) and
Wait Onscene for PD
to Arrive

Funding
Source is
Medi-cal.

Wait time
Data

Wait time for
Not an
MCRT to
"Emergency
arrive
Response"
onscene
Team

60 mins to
Next Day

Receive
Service
Referral

Is involuntary hold needed?

Call 911/Law
Enforcement

Yes

Is involuntary hold
needed?

Wait time
Data

MRT
Cliinicians are only limited staff
are able to write
not
5150 holds
designated to
write holds

Call 911 EMS
for transport

Disagreements
Does 911
about whether
EMS Need to
a 5150 Hold is
be Involved
Required

MCRT Feels
That Their
Only Way to
Access EMS
is through PD

MCRT uses PD for
security and to
encourage 5150'd
patient to get on EMS
gurney. Their presence
helpful ~ 50% of time.
MRCT feels they can
predict when PD will be
needed.

Law enforcement
calls for transport

Law enforcement
writes 5150 hold

Law enforcement
arrives onsite

Unaware of MRT
annd confusion
about their role

Disagreements
about whether
a 5150 Hold is
Required

Confusion
between MCRT
and MRT (MRT
can't write
holds)

Wait time for
law
enforcement
to arrive

Wait time
Data

Wait time
Data

Data

Is there an emergency
need?

Call Family. Care
Providers. Faith.
Access. FSP.
Community Orgs.
Support Groups

too hard to
qualify for
services - need
to be in crisis in
order to access
many services

triage severity
assessmnet
leans more to
severe side of
scale

how do we
define
"emergency
need:"

Yes

Access line average of 6
weeks from call to
see therapist;
medications
available sooner
with provider visit

Crisis occurs

Lack of
referral to
peer services
or non exist

Wrong referrals
Not everyone
made or amount
receives a
of referrals
referral or gets
exhausts the
connected to person for ask for
further services
more help

LONG wait
time = may
advance
person to
crisis

Poor quality
of services
provided

Data

Wait time
Data

East County
children's BH
Clinical Intake
takes 4 hours

lack of peer
services
across all
stages of
system

not able to refer
Financial
barriers restrict mild to moderate
patients to
access to
outside therapists
further
= reduced
services
capacity

Right Trucks
are not Sent
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Fail-First +
Fall throught
Cracks (No
Services)

Services
people are
Accessing
(Meds)

T

Call 911 (if not
yet in ER)

Law Enforcement
Dispatch
1. No triage occuring. Is
there a public/personal
safety concern requiring
PD? If not, can someone
other than PD place
5150? If no iminent
danger and client is
cooperative, is 5150 from
the field even needed?

Call Assigned to
Officer: 1.5+ mins.
On Scene 10+ with current LE
resources 1.5
mins. Screening mins/10
mins will
Question Impact be challenging
to meet.
Response

Data

COVID
Impacts.
Rigid Space

911 BH calls
w/o safety
issues - view
as waste

911 calls - that
become holds
or are
frequently
known to
systems

911 repeat
crisis calls

# of 911
calls

Variance in
services sent Right people
from select are not Sent
jurisdictions

Minimal
Delay

Dispatched
~1.5mins+
Delays based
on Priority

John Muir BH can only
write 5150 from Grant St.
Address. But the crisis
occurs at outpatient
clinic on Port Chicago
Highway. PD needs to
be called. PD doesn't
always agree with the
hold

Wait time
Data

Law enforcement
arrives onsite

Arrived:
~10mins+

Waiting

Person feels
or is
criminalized
for having
mental health
Does the police
officer have
mental health
crisis training?
Can they verbally
de-escalate?
1. Stigma associated
with PD response. 2.
Some communities
don't have good
relationship with PD
and could find their
presence triggering.

Person does not meet
5150 criteria. person
does want to leave
home for treatment.
There are no services
offered where
someone will come to
your home.

Law Enforcement
5150 Assessment
(self, other, gravely
disabled) PD have limited

info available on
scene (no
background). Have
difficulty assessing
for grave disability.

Wait time
Data

Data
type of 5150
(danger to self,
danger to
others, gravely
disabled)

Does not meet 5150 criteria
or PD does want 5150 label
to follow patient, but feel
urgent psychiatric
evaluation/referral
beneficial in amenable
client. No options available
other then EMS transport
and PES.

5150 racial
&
# of 5150s
language
disparities

EMS
Transport
ALS

Is involuntary hold
needed?

Yes

Patients don't always meet
strict criteria for 5150 but
will be placed on one so
someone can be plugged
into urgent based services.
There is not urgent crisis
stabilization unit for patients
on the verge of needing
5150.
police may struggle to
identify when someone
meets criteria based on
grave disability, leading to
someone going deeper into
crisis and eventually end up
in PES via a different
pathway i.e. Miller Wellness
Center, ED

Why does
ALS or EMs
have to
transport?

Does patient
have physical
medical needs
as well?

5 mins +

No

Detox/Over
Capacity

Waiting

No

Nurses
Monitoing
Safety

EMS
Transport
locations

EMS Personnel
do not have BH
specific training
- usually just
transporting
patient

45 mins - 60
mins without
an escort to
PES

Common
reasons
medical
clearance
required?

ED

# EMS transported
behavioral patients
taken to ED vs PES
with and without
5150?

ED & PES
cycle
times

Wait time
Data

Leave PES
without a
Plan.

Leave at
anytime (even
in the middle
of hte night)

No follow-up
appointments
scheduled? If
so, why not?

Little
communication
to family about
post-crisis
treatment

Leave at
anytime (even
in the middle
of hte night)

Discharged
with hospital
gown/no
clothes

Lack of
inpatient beds
for people to
be transferred
to

No Waiting
Area

Child vs
Adult

No urgent crisis
stabilization
units avaible as
alternative to
PES.

Waiting

Walkups to
PES are not
prioritized

transported
to PES
facility

Yes

Data

5150 Evaluation
Being
Conducted Standby Time
for EMS
Personnel

Limited
Language
Support

Lack of
coordination
for transport
between EDs
and PES.

Wait time
Data
# of BHrelated
EMS
transports

Lack of
available
beds in PES.

Availability
LCSW to see
person.

100

Wait time
Data

Transfer out
to PES (if
already in
ER)

Characteristics
of patients not
requiring PD
response &
Volume?

The person
become
physically
exhausted by
the process.

Rem
in

lack of media
and social
media
presence re:
BH resources

Multiple ambulance
rides. Wrong location,
requires telling the
story over again. Lack
of continuity of care.
Delay of care and
potential
traumatization.

Transport
Not Avail
Delays
20mins+

Fire Dispatch

Person doesn't
meet criteria for
the services
they want to
access

Data

Self
Transport to
Hospital

Redundant
intake
interviews

different departments/
providers who are
involved in providing
services to client/ family
ARE NOT aware of each
other and resources
available.

Receive
Preventative
& Routine
Services

Strok
es

Resources
not known

hard to
navigate the
BH system

measure
length of
referral time

up

Insurance
coverage
often limits
services
available

# of 211
crisis calls

211 calls
that
become
5150 holds

Ungro

System is
structured
towards
blame and
punishment

Non Law
Enforcement 5150
Assessment (self,
other, gravely
disabled)

No
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Need more
education and
awareness
about signs of
a crisis

Wait time
Data

Wait time for
PD to arrive
onscene

Data

Need more
prevention
including a
pre-crisis
program

Mobile Crisis
Team arrives
onsite

Intervention Takes 30-60
Minutes; MCRT Received
1600 Calls in 2019 -->
Resulted 1.277
Responses; 75-80% of
Responses Resulted in a
5150

The team may
have more
requests than
teams available
to respond.

No

ASKING FOR
HELP

No

Wait time
Data

Non Law
Enforcement 5150
Assessment (self,
other, gravely
disabled)

Pre-Crisis

Non-Crisis

Travel time
to location

Yes

Data

lack of
awareness of
211 support for
other MH
support needs

Recieve offer for
follow-up services
for up to 30 days

Mobile
Response
team

If you
sha r design
pe,
make has mo
sure
re
to ung than one
roup

type here

4. Click &
hold down
mouse to
move sticky

remember 8
major waste
types
(transportation,
time, etc)

2. add data
& cycle
times in
orange

2. Select
desired
sticky (blue
for waste)

3. Click on
sticky to
type
directly

Data - add
cycle and
wait times

1. add
wastes in
blue

Link to team member board:
https://app.mural.co/t/contracostahealth
services7785/m/contracostahealthservi
ces7785/1605199788455/3dec0f09277
9915f28dbf9f733b8bd788bc386f5
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ch of
sible

1. Click on
sticky icon
on left
toolbar

Waste previously mentioned

What to do:

Services
people are
Accessing
(Meds)

Leave PES.

SUD routed
here instead
of AOD

No

Does person
need to be held
for 72 hours?

Yes

Does person
need to be
admitted?

Stay at PES
for 72 hours
Family not
allowed
in/interacted
with while in
PES

Rare more than 24
hours
(transfer/discharge)
Getting to Interview:
15 mins+ plus Med
Time.

Little, if any,
resources are
provided to
discharged
individuals or
family members

Perscription for
medication
provided with
little to no
follow-up

Little safety
planning for
person or
family
members

Yes

Wait time
Data
No

admitted to
inpatient
psych
hospital unit
Bed
availability.

Wait time
Data

Wait time
Data

limited housing
support for
individuals postdischarge; hope
house
requirements not
open to all

Not everyone
is provided an
after care
appointment

Transition Team
follows up postdischarge (Only
Uninsured in Contra
Costa and Medi-cal
patients not open to
a BH system)

Setting up
transport.

Data

Data

Inappropriate
PES holds

Discharge

Voluntary
program

After care
support is
based on
insurance
status.

Data
insurance
of PES/4C
admit

Yes

Does Patient
have MediCal?

Wait time
Data

Refer to BHS
Access Line

Patient
connected to
BH services

Data

Data

No

Detention

Person in jail or
prison for crime
related to mental
health.

MHET (East,
West,
Central??)
MHET team
only available
in certain
cities

Data

limited
service
hours

lack of
community
awareness of
MHET
services

What
Happens?

